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Xavier's bands· reshuffled 
BY TARA DIXON ·This status of the two organiza- together, focusing on pep band dur- want to do Pep Band and not sym-
phonic winds have that option." Senior News Writer tions . was discovered last spring ing basketball season and sym-
when SGA looked more Closely as phonic winds during the rest of the Despite losing an academic 
credit, the University Singers are 
.happy with their decision to remain 
a ~tudent club, according to Sing-
ers· president senior Autumn 
Nicko Ii. 
The ongoing issues of funding, to how the bands on campus were · year. 
club status, and academic credit_ organized. · · ''They are two separate classes. 
surrounding Xavier~s musical en- "When we went back and started Students are free to be in whatever 
sembles has been resolved. · looking at funding for gioups, we group .they want, and if they choose 
In the past, the Gospel Choir, realized thatthe Jazz Ensemble had to be in. both· groups they will re-
. University Singers, Syinphonic been taken over by the music de- ceive credit for both groups," 
Winds Ensemble and Pep Band partment, and ther~ was no recor.d Skeirik said. 
were all student groups receiving of the Concert Choir," Aarons said~ 
fine arts credit and funded by the "The Jazz Ensemble had never had 
Student Government Association a [SGA] budget; but they were able · 
under the office of Student Life. to receive funding as the Singers, 
This past summer, a decision was, . bands, and Gospel Choir were." 
made to move the Symphonic . · ·"We tried to make it uniform 
Winds Ensemble and Pep Band across the board,"he _said. 
under the Music Department, while Because the Jazz Ensemble and 
the University Singers and Gospel Concert Choir were 'able to get 
Choir remain under Student Life. funding while· being under 'the 
The instrumental ensembles music department, the loss of SGA 
will· receive academic credit for support came as a surprise to many 
their participation, while the vo-· of the band members: 
cal ensembles have forfeited their ·"We've beeir receiving aca-
credit in favor of keeping their stu- . demic credit for a long time, and 
dent club status. · we didn'texpect SGA to take away 
"After discussions with stu~ our funding;" saidJ>ep.Band presi-
dent's,. administration and music dent senior-DavidAnrflible~ 
faculty, that was the course that "We ha~en't figured out how 
. seemed to meet all the needs;aca- . we're going to function without 
demically," said Dr. Kaleel Skeirik, club standing," Annable said. "We 
chair of the Music Department. have a good budget for this year, 
The proposed changes were first . but we don'tknow where we'll get 
brought to the attention of the SGA it from inthe'future." 
by disgruntled band members last Aside from the funding issues, 
spring. . the decision to move under the· 
"Our role constitutionally over music department has been a posi-
clubs is to protect them froll! un- tive one for the bai:ids, according 
due university influence, 'so when to ~keirik. 
the band came to us with this issue "I think they will experience a 
in February, we s.tarted to investi- more extensiv~ support system for 
gate and formed a committee to their musical needs and they will 
look· into it,'' said sophomore stu- be able to achieve and improve 
dent senator OmariAarons, a mem- standards for their musical perfor-
ber of the SGA Association Affairs mance, both on the basketball 
committee. court and as a service to the insti-
The vocal ensembles are retain- tution.~·. he. said. 
ing their club status, but despite The issue of academic credit 
losing full club status the bands was an important part of the band's 
stiH retain some privileges, accord- decision to join the music depart-
ing to the SGA. men't according to Annablet. 
"They are being extended the "Unlike Singers or Gospel Choir, 
rights and privileges of a club for for us it's important for recruitment. 
one more year, but they are not a We need a large membership to be 
club," Aarons said. · successful, and we have many lev-
As a result of the situation, two els of interest. It helps people who 
more groups have also lost status need the credit, and it also offers 
and funding. The Jazz Ensemble an. incentive for people with less 
and Conce~t Choir we~e music de- .interest than others;" he said. . 
partment ensemble~ receiving SGA The Pep Band and Symphonic 
recqgnitfon. . ·. Wind Ensemble are nowtwo sepa-
. This meant they did.not recieve. · rate groups meeting at different 
funding frorli SGA, but .could ask tim.es, a change. from previous . 
for additional funds at Senate meet- years. 
ings. In the past, the bands-practiced 
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"They are being 
_exte.nded the rights 
and privileges. of a club 
for one more year, but 
they are not a club. " 
· Sophomore Omari Aarons 
SGA Association Affiairs 
''We still have a charter with the 
SGA and we're still a group the way 
we have been in the past. There 
haven'.t been any real repercussions 
for our group," Nickoli said. 
''The fronic thing about [losing 
the. credit] is that this is probably 
going to be our most academically 
based year," Nockoli said. "We're 
bringing in people from around 
Cincinnati to· teach .about voice . 
technique and things like that, so 
it's kind of ironic." 
The issue of academic credit 
may become a problem in-the fu-
ture. 
"Potentially it could be a prob-
lem for some people. Some people 
. '" 1 , have already received two credits 
"For the average member, I think and have one credit left, and they 
they have an improvement because were in Singers or Gospel Choir and 
they have a choice of what they have to find that credit elsewhere," 
want to do. They can be in one said Dr. Luther.Smith, vice-presi-
group or both groups and can adapt · dent of Strident Life said. 
to their schedule," Annable said. Without the academic credit 
"There's been a greater interest granted by the music department, 
because of the options available. the vocal ensembles will be able to 
This year we probably got more sta}'. true to_their original purposes. 
people at club day who were inter- "I think Gospel Choir, for ex-
ested who weren't in the past be- ample, will have the b~nefit of be-
cause now they can just do Pep ing able to fuJfill their mission," 
Band," Annable said. "We've had· · Smifu said. ''Their primary mission 
an easier time recruiting for Pep is for ministry, praise and prayer. 
Band because people who only Where the music department would 
·OP-ED: 




·The return of Xavier 
football? 
PAGE 9 
be able to set some standards in re-
. gards to musical techniques, the 
emphasis for the group isn't as 
much being technically perfect in 
singing, but in giving people an 
opportunity to express them-
selves." 
''The Singers is a show choir. 
They· are more aligned to musical 
theater than classical music,'' he 
said. 
According to Smith, if any of 
these groups decide they want to 
receive academic credit or move 
back under. Student Life, the lines 
of communication are open and the 
departments, are willing to discuss 
the options available to the stu-
dents. 
''This will be looked at over the 
next year. From a Student Life stand-
point, if students come to me and 
say it's not working and they want 
credit, we'd be willing to discuss it 
with them," he said. 
According to Nickoli, the new 
structure of the groups offers more 
opportunity for students. 
''The big change I noticed was 
increased cooperation between ev-
eryone. I know that ·when I fin:t 
came to Xavier as a freshman, and 
·being a senior now, I couldn't do 
the musical, concert choir, and 
Singers together," Nockoli said. 
''This year, because of this incident 
and because other lines of commu-
nication have been opened up, 
people can do the musical, concert 
choir, ~d Singers, and that is a great 
opportunity; especially for new stu-
dents coming in." .,.,......,.,....__,. 
DNERSIONS: 
"Resident Evil" has lots 
of explosions 
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Safe shuttles to 
Oktoberfest 
Xavier will supply .buses to 
take students down.town for 
Cincinnati's Oktoberfest this Sat-
urday. Buses will leave from 
Buenger Circle starting at 11 a.m. 
For more information, contact 
Joanie Weidner at 745-4250. 
Rev. Mpho Tutu 
speaks on AIDS 
Rev. Mpho Tutu, daughter of 
Anglican Archbishop Emeritus of 
Capetown, and Nobel Peace Prize 
Laureate Desmond Tutu, will 
speak at Xavier University on 
Sunday from 2-5 p.m. Her presen-. 
tation, Nurturing Hope .in the Face · 
of the AIDS Crisis in Africa, will 
take place at the Cintas Center 
banquet room. The event is free 
and open to the public. 
Eyes Wide Open 
comes to Xavier 
Beginning Monday. and con-
tinuing through Thursday Sept. 
23 •. Xavier will host the traveling 
memorial exhibit "Eyes Wide 
Open" on tjleAcademicMall. The 
memorial pays tribute to Ameri-
can soldiers lost in Iraq as well as 
the civilians who have died dur-
ing the war. Multiple speakers on 
related issues will visit campus 
throughout the week. For more in-
formation, visit the Dorothy Day 
House or contact Tom Sheibly at 
745-3580. 
Ari Hest to sing on 
Greenspace 
SAC is bringing up-and-com-
ing songwriter and vocal artistAri 
Hest to campus on Monday. All 
are invited to. attend the perfor-
mance, which will take place at 
7:30 p.m. on the Greenspace. 
Come hungry, because free food. 




Gender and Diversity Studies 
will host the next in its series of 
colloquia relating to pedagogy 
and its diversity this Tuesday from 
noon to 1 :30p.m. in the Gallagher 
Center Room 330. Students and 
staff are invited to hear Dr. Julia 
O'Hara (History Dept.) speak on 
"Gender. and the Inquisition in 
Latin America" and participate in 
a casual dialogue to follow. For 
more information, contact Chris-
tine Ander~on at 745-4246. 
Get out and vote,.Edwards.urges 
LINDSAY KOTIMAN 
Contributing Writer 
Cate Edwards, daughter of demo-
. cratic Vice Presidential candidate 
John Edwards, spoke on Monday, in 
the Clock Tower Lounge .. !'.>f the 
Gallagher Stud~nt Center. 




was bright, on our 




In' stressing the difference that 
their votes could make, she.reminded 
listeners that the last presidential 
election was only. won by 537 votes: 
the population of a college residence 
hall. 
The large number of students in 
attendance pleased Edwards, espe.-
cially considering the significance 
of Ohio in the race. 
She pointed out that the presiden-
tial election in November·would 
. make a great impact on many last-
ing issues .. 
· Edwards a~dressed questions 
from the audience on how her fa-
ther and Democratic presidential 
candidate, John Kerry, would deal 
with the problem:s of the. increas-
ing expens.e of higher education, 
the economy, and the war in Iraq. 
In response to one question that 
addressed Kerry's alleged inconsis-
tency, she stated that a leader should 
be flexible and able to change his . 
.policies in light of new informa-
tion and changing times. 
She defended Kerry's ability to 
maintain a consistent set of values 
and thoughtfully consider his· op- · 
tions. · 
·The final question was how onf? 
could encourage politically apa-
thetic peers to ·vote. 
In. response, Edwards encour-
aged students to find an· issue that 
was personally important to them 
and their peers and remind them 
that their vote could make a great 
impact, especially in the upcom- · 
ing election. 
Cate Edwards had a unique ape 
peal to students because of her simi-
lar age, being a recent graduate 
from Princeton University. · 
Andy Lopez, a senior at XU, 
commented, "I thought she was 
well put together and brought a fresh . Cate Edwards' visit 'Vas only 
yourig me.ssage to our campus. She the beginning of a series of events 
was bright, on our level, and respect~ at Xavier University encouraging 
ful toward the right wing." participation· in .the upcoming 
Some students held signs after the . presidential election. 
speech accusing John Kerry of''.flip- Pavan Parikh, one senior mem- · 
flopping," or frequently changing . ber of the Xavier College Demo-
his policies. crats responsible for arranging 
The demonstrators were gener- Edwards' visit, believed that the . 
ally pleased that their views were e:vent could ·not have been more 
· respected and there were minimal successful. 
negative comments. · Regardless of their political 
Junior Jeff Bouton, one of the orientation; most students agreed 
demonstrators, said, ''We just wanted that Edwards' appearance helped 
to express our opinion. If Bush's . to encourage student·interest in 
daughters were here, I would expect. · the upcoming election and spark 
a Democrat to do the same thing.'' . . . debate on campus: . . 
·PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO! 
c.athe~ine Edwards (pictured on the right) is'seen·h~rewith Elizabeth 
Edwards at an event at Princeton University. . 
. . 
X-Action, ,McGrathjttin.: forces 
SARA THOMAS 
Contributing Writer 
Any student interested in find- In accordance with the "service 
ing a service placement for the year to self' theme, there wlll be various 
or just finding out about volunteer demonstrations including Shiatsu 
opportunities in the area is encour- · massage, fitness bait Pilates , and 
X-Action will be hosting the an- aged to attend and check out the Yoga. There will also be compli-
nual Volunteer Fair in conjunction various opportunities. mentary chair massages. 
with the McGrath Health and Coun- The organizations will have All demonstrations will be held 
seling Center Wellness Day on Mon- booths set up around the green on the stage area by the.green' space 
day. space, so students will have easy in the residential mall. 
The event, themed "Service to access to volunteer information. "The primary purpose. of 
Community and Self," will take.· · "We are really excited about this Wellness Day.is to increase aware-
place from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on the resi- year's fair because of all ofthe op- ness of wellness on campus," ·said 
dential mall. . portunities it will present to stu- Dr. Renee Zucchero, Wellness 
our. own personal wellness,'.' said . 
Dr. Zucchero. 
This.is the first year that the Vol-
unteer Fair and Wellness Day have · 
been held together. . 
"X-Action is definitely looking · 
forward to partnering with 
Wellness Day· this year," said 
Bentley: "Volunteer Fair has been 
a great opportunity for students in 
the past, but this partnership will 
hopefully reach· a much broader 
student base, including stQdents · 
There will be about 35 service dents," said Steve Bentley, co-di- coordinater at Xavier. "We believe 
organizations from the Greater Cin- rectorofX-Action .. "If a student is wellness is a process, not a single 
cinnati Area present at the volunteer interested in ~nding a local service · event.''·. 
· interested in· serving others and 
fair this year. site, then the Volunteer Fair is the.· . The wellness events will cori-
Some of the organizations inc ·place to find one.'.' · elude with a ~eynote pr~sentation 
elude the Drop Inn Center, Big Students will also be able to find by Mary Schoen titled "Making a 
'themselves~" . · 
For more information on Vol-
unteer Fair, .contact X-Actioil at 
x4343. 
ro access a full schedule of 
Wellness Day events, or for .more 
i11formation on Wellness Day, visit 
the Wellness Committee's Web site 
Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater Cin- out about· service to oneself Difference, Making Life Count.'' 
cinnati, the Freestore/Foodbank, . thrq~g·h the. Wellness Day even~s. ''Attending. the keynote presen-
American · Cancer Society and the Students also can visit the wellriess . tation may be a way to better under-
Salvation Army: exhibits. . stand how serving others benefits · at http://www.xu.edu/wellness. 
September 9, 3:10-6:40 p.m . ..:.... 
Four students reported the theft of 
their car ster{!os from the R-2 and 
South lots. 
September 10, 5:30 p.m. -
Campus Police investigated a do-
mestic situation in the parking lot of 
Elet .Hall between a student and a 
non-student. 
September 10, 10:30 p.m. - A 
student reported sexually explicit 
messages left on a bulletin board in 
Buenger Hall. · 
Police Notes 
September 11, 2:30 a.m. - A 
studentwas cited for DUI near the 
Academic Mall. 
September ll, 8:30 p.m. _, 
Two underage students were evalu-
·ated by Campus Police and Cin-
cinnati Fire Department for pas-. 
sible alcohol poisoning in the resi-
dence halls. · 
September 11, 9:15 p.ni. -A 
student reported being assaulted by 
15-20 non-students in the 1000 
block. of Dana Avenue. 
September 12, 1:35 a.m. -Two 
students reported being assaulted by 
several non.-students on the corqer 
of Montgomery Road and Cleaney · · 
Avenue. 
September 12, 11:30 p.m . .,..- a 
non-student was robbed on the cor-
ner of Asman Ave.·and Webster Ave. 
Norwood Police Department is in-
vestigating. 
.,. .. ; 
,_.,; 
September12, 10:30 p.m. -A 
. student reported the theft of ap-
proximately $2000 in music equip" 
men t from . the .band room ·. in 
.·Edgecliff hall. 
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· .. NortbWay;stresses Shakespeare's spiritual side 
JOHN THOMAS 
Campus News Editor 
Students interested in taking· a 
class on Shakespeare no longer 
have to ·ask, "O ·Shakespeare pro-· 
fessor, Shakespeare professor, 
wherefore art thou Shakespeare pro-·. 
fessor?" 
When Geraldo Sousa, the En-
glish department's Shakespeare 
professor, left in 2003, the English 
department had a big void to fill. 
"I learn a lot .from 
the students which is 
great; it's. the reason 
Im teaching. " 
-Northway 
English Professor 
Since then, and up until this fall, . 
Dr. Charles Snodgrass had been 
teaching the Shakespeare course as 
an interim Shakespeare professor, 
even though his field of expertise 
is in British romantic literature and 
culture, and Scottish national iden-
tity. 
As of this fall, the English de-
p artm en t has found a new 
Shakespeare expert, Dr. Kara in the size of the. two schools also 
:Northway. take some adjustment. 
l'lorthway earned "her RA. at . "At Kansas, I was at a large 
Reed College in Portland, OR; and school in a smaller city, and Xavier 
. received both her M.A; and Ph.D.· is a smaller school in a larger city, 
from the University of Kansas. · so I had to adapt quite a bit," 
. Dr.' 1'.f orthway comes to. Xavier Northway said. 
. after teaching Shakespeare at the In addition to teaching two 
. University of Kansas. Northway ad- . Shakespeare classes, Northway also 
initS that the transition from such a teaches Rhetoric. 
· large school to a s~aller schoolis 
challenging, but Xavier is a good 
fit for her. 
"I have a style of teaching 
[Shakespeare] that fits well with the 
department,''Notthway said. 
Northway's approach to teach-
ing Shakespeare focuses on paral-
lels between Shakespeare's works 
and their historical contexts, and 
to Shakespeare's use of language. 
· The most unusual element of her 
approach, however, is North"Way's 
ncorporationoffaith in her lectures 
· on the famous author's works. 
This faith-based approach did 
not sit well with a few students at 
the University of Kansas. 
''A student [at the University of 
Kansas] informed me that I should 
not be incorporating faith a.t all 
with Shakespeare," Northway said. 
"I don't think you can teach . 
Shakespeare any other way." 
Aside from the small differences 
in how to te~ch Shakespeare, 
Northway feels that the difference 
/.1.t Kansas, I was at 
a large. school in a 
smaJler · city, and 
Xavier is a-smaller 
school in a larger ci-iy, 




"I am fortunate to have the op-
portunity to teach both a literature 
course and a writing course at the 
same time," Northway said. "It's 
not only a good balance for me, but 
I also love to teach writing because 
it gives me the opportunity to read 
what the students have to say." 
Northway finds that she is very 
·Cafeteria, ··Gallagher 
' 
off er organic options 
MEG NALEZNY 
Campus News Editor 
The Environmental Subcommit-
tee of Xavier's Justice Across the 
Campus Committee (JACC), in co~ 
operation with Sodexho and a lo-
cal organic farmer, are temporarily 
supplying organic lettuce and · 
cherry tomatoes to students and fac-
ulty in Gallagher Center and 
Xavier's cafeteria. 
Scheduled to run through the 
end of October, this trial period is 
the second step in a carefully 
planned initiative intended to in-
troduce organic produce to cam-
pus. 
· Members ofEarthbread (a Dor-
othy Day House club which has 
since been absorbed by a new club, 
Justice) conducted numerous sur-
veys last year in order to ascertain 
student interest in supplying cam-
pus with organic produc·e. 
Father Ben Urmston, member of 
the Environmental Subcommittee 
and co-director of Peace and Jus-
tice Programs at Xavier, strongly 
believes in the benefits of organic 
food. 
''There's an obvious connection 
between the environ_ment, food and 
our health,'' states Urmston. ''We are 
what we eat; many people trace heart 
disease and cancer to our diets." 
Generally, the term "organic"· 
implies. that the food has not been 
genetically modified and that no 
laboratory-developed pesticides 
and fertilizers enter into the grow-
ing process. 
According to the. United States 
Department of Agriculture's 
website, organic farming methods 
are steadily gaining in popularity, 
having more than doubled between 
the years of 1992 and 1997. 
Urmston further believes that 
global warming can ultimately be 
traced, iil large part, to our society's 
methods of food delivery. 
· "There's an obvious 
connection between 
the environment, foo4. 
and our health" 
- Fr. l3en Urmston 
JACC member 
"We are too heavily dependent 
on fossil fuel to transport our food; 
food in the average supermarket 
travels as many as 1500 miles be-
fore we ever see it,'' says Urmston. 
Because of this issue, Urmston 
and his fellow Subcommittee mem-
bers are especially· proud that the 
organiC produce offered at Xavier 
comes ·from a local grower. 
David Rosenberg of Wooden 
Shoe Gardens in Cincinnati sells 
his organic produce directly to 
Xavier through Dan Yaeger, Gen-
eral Manager of Sodexho Campus 
Services. 
Rosenberg visited campus on 
Sept. 9 to speak about his experi-
ences with ·organic verses non-or-
ganic farming. 
Rather than employing chemi-
cals which feed the plant directly, 
ignoring the state of the. soil, 
Rosenberg believes that we need 
to use crop rotation and "green fer-
tilizers" (natural fertilizers prima~ 
rily composed of plant remains) to 
enhance the soil. When farmers feed 
the soil in this manner, he main-
tains, they nurture their crops in a 
natural way. 
Mary Lu Lageman, manager of 
Grailville Organic Farm ·in 
Loveland, also made an appearance 
at the event on Sept. 9, where she 
spoke about the importance of re-
specting and learning to live in 
harmony with the earth. 
. A member of both Earthbread 
and the· Environmental Subcom-
mittee, junior Dave Cicerchi has 
been a part of the project from its 
beginning. 
''The more organiC produce con-
sumed,· the more likely it is that 
we'll be able to keep it in the caf-
eteria and· Gallagher," explains 
Cicerchi.. . 
Students ancl staff can identify · 
the organic produce by the signs . 
located at the cafeteria's salad bar 
and in the Gallagher Center Retail 
Food Court, where pre-packaged or-
ganic salads are available for sale. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHN THOMAS 
Dr. Northway is the newest addition to Xavier's English Department 
impressed with the students in her Ou,tside of the· classroom, Dr. 
classes. · · Northway is currently involved in 
''The students in my classes are research relating to drama in the 
very thoughtful,'' Northway said. everyday lives of people during the 
''They are thoughtful in terms of Renaissance period. 
their thinking, and their persistence "I like to think that I am study-
to think about other people." ing the. Renaissance version of the 
Northway stressed that the stu- Rose Bowl Parade,'' Northway.said. 
dents are .very open-ininded about Northway also has a passion for 
the material and are committed to cooking, hiking and everything to 
seeing their fellow students sue- do with nature. 
ceed, a combination she finds re- She looks forward to getting to 
freshing. . know her current classes better over 
"I learn a lot from the students the course of the semester and is 
which is great; it's the reason I'm excited to meet many more Xavier 
teaching." Northway said. students in her time here. 
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EUROPEAN STUDY PROGRAM 
Maastricht, The Netherlands 
May 16 to June 13, 2005 
• Spend 4 weeks in Europe 
0 Live and study at the University of Maastricht 
in The Netherlands 
• Earn 6 credit hours 
• Travel with Xavier students and faculty 
. INFORMATION SESSION 
MONDAY, September 20, 2004 
1 :30 to 2:45 p.m. 
HAI, Room 17 
For more information, contact: 
Ms. Cindy Stoekwell or Ms. Nancy Mazza 
(HAI, znc1 Roor. Tel: 745-3131) 
4 week of SEPTEMBER 15, 2004 
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Who are the PeoPte at Your door? 
Andrew Clark 
Senate, Student Relations Committee 
Seeing as this year is one of the most influ-
ential and important election years in 
United States' history, I thought I would 
take this time to mention the importance of being in-
volved with Xavier's Student government. Quite frankly, 
Student Government is one of the primary centers of 
student life. It acts as an official mouthpiece for the stu-
dent body towards the administration and it guides the 
development of the school's character, face and values. 
With that in mind, it is important to get 
as many people involved with Student Government as 
possible in the upcoming freshman elections. Moreover, 
it is better to be critical of those who are running. When 
people are campaigning in your dorm, before putting 
their stickers or flyers on your door, ask them why you 
should vote for them. Get to know them. As our school, 
like our nation, comes to a turning point in our history, it 
is important for our student body to take as active a role 
in the political process as possible. Moreover, applica-
tions are still available for Student Activities Council. So 
if you wanted to get involved in a more tangible way that 
is still an option. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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D c-3 'e Sie. ~ .. ~ . .. !!i~ ~ D 
D D 
D Alex Thomas Clare Baker D 
D Junior Junior D 
D Senate SAC D 
~ Student Affairs, Chair Weekend Events, Chair ~ 
o Office Hours: Special Events 0 
O Mondays 1-2 Office Hours: O 
O Tuesdays 11-12 Wednesdays 2-3 O 
D Hometown: Westerville, OH Hometown: Mishawaka, IN D 
D High School: Westerville South HS High School: Marian HS D 
D Major: History Major / Business Minor Major: English Major / Poli Sci Minor D 
~ Other Clubs/Interests: Lacrosse, SAA, Other Clubs/Interests: Ballet, Reading, ~ 
0 Ambassadors, Pre-Law Society, and the and Being Awesome at Life in General 0 
0 University Patriots Favorites... 0 D Favorites... Class at Xavier: 
0 
0 Class at Xavier: Literature and the Moral Imagination: 0 
0 Marketing Principles with Prof. Manolis Focus on Drama 0 
0 Meal at the Cafeteria: Meal at the Cafeteria: 0 
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(;~r.;.f {1,1:,~~"~T:!\:@~c•.::'.~';21,2f, . 
0 Wings and Things Pasta Pronto Procedure 0. 
' · D Movie: Major League Movie: A League of Their Own 0 
D Book: Moneyball by Michael Lewis Book: To Kill a Mockingbird 0 
. :;,··;··,· . 
.. :·····,···~·~';R~.~El.l.tst~p·~.~.~.·c~.'.!LE~·l·~·E .•. .: .•. .~~~z:~~~~: 
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;·~~· ~ 1;. ,' ._;; , ;,,,(, .-,·_,\:,·.:,\:·:·:·'~:· 
~l,!€j.,~~i~~,~~f .~~~i 
D If you could choose any three people in If you could choose any three people in 0 
D the world to have dinner with, who would the world to have dinner with, who would 0 
o you choose? John Glenn, John McEnroe, you choose? Britney Spears, Jesus Christ, D 
o and George Brett and a friend-in case things get awkward o 
Trail Mix 
Fall. The season of football, Halloween, and - of course -
the nefarious freshman fifteen. Blaming my bout with the 
freshman fifteen on junk food, I thought I would inaugu-
rate the weekly recipe by providing an easy, cheap was to 
make a healthy snack that's good at any time: trail mix. 
INGREDIENTS: 
~ 2 cups chopped dried 
mixed fruit 
~ 2 cups mixed nuts 
~ 1 (10 ounce) package 
chocolate-covered raisins 
Andy Clark 
MIX INGREDIENTS IN BOWL. EAT. 
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ONLY ONLINE, 
ONLY AT campusfood.com" 
The following restaurants are also available online but are 
not participating in the free food giveaway. 
Pizza Hut I Papa John's Pizza I J & W Sandwich Shoppe I 
Main Moon Chinese Buffet 
Off:ire DEPOT 1$5 OFF. ~~pp1iesrurc11ase ~ ~ ., 1 Totalm 20 or More '~ 
What you need. What you need to know.~ 1 g $ 1 
I $5 Coupon Savings offer good with AN'I Supplies purthase of $20 or More. Present this ooupoo at time of purehase. Limit ooo coupon per customer/offer. I 
I Quantities llmlted. Coupon offer not valid for: contract customera with a store purchase card or procurement card; purehases from www.teclx!epolOO'll; purchases g 
of Gift earns, all technology Hems (lllCluding but not hmltOO to all OO'llputers, monitors, printing machines, nelwoi1<ing, penphcrals, camera memory), and wireless, 
I sateMe, Internet or malling/shipping savices. Photocopies and mechanical reproductions are not valid. Coupoo Is not lransferable and not !or resale. We resem I 
I the right to imtt quantities. Offervalid B/16/04 • 10/911J4. Coupoo Is good for or.e-time use and redeemable In s1ore only. I 
i Office DEPOT.. Coupon Code 37744046 I 
L--~---~-~-~---------------------~ 
ANY Technology Purchase 
Totaling $50 or More 
.;~""\. I $25 Coupon Savings offer good with AN'/ Fumlture purehase of $100 or More. Present this ooupon al lime of purthase. l.illtt one coupon per rus1Dmer/offer. 
· · .... •-"' \ I Quanlitlcs limHed. Coupon offer not valid for: oontracl customers with a store purehase card or procurement canl; purehases from www.teclx!epolcorn; purehases I 
of Gift earns, all technology Hems (including but not imited to all computers, monHors, printing machioos, nelwoi1<ing, peripherals, camera memory), and wireless, 
I salelltte, Internet or mailing/shipping seivices. Photocopies and mechanical reproductions are not valid. Coupon Is not lransferallle and not for resale. We reseive R 
I the right to llmlt quantities. Offer valid 8/16/04 • 10/911)4. Coupoo Is good for OOO·time use and redeemable In s1ore Only. a 
I Office DEPOT~ Coupon Code 00265025 I L--------------------------------d 
ANY Furniture Purchase 




J $25 Coupon Savings offer good with AWi Fumtture purehase of $100 or More. Present this coupon al time of purchase. Limit one ooupon per customer/offer. I 
• Quantities llmlted. Coupon offer not valid for: contract customera with a store purehase card or procurement card; pulthases from www.teclx!epolcorn; purchases I 
' of Gift Cards, all technology Items ~nciuding but not limited to all computers, monitors, printing machioos, nelworklng, periphera~. camera memory), and wireless, 
I satelllte, Internet or malling/shipping seiv~es. Photooopies and mechan~al reproductions are not vaid. Coupoo Is not transferable and not for resale. We reseive I 
I the right to limit quantities. Offer valid B/16/04 • 10/911J4. Coupoo Is good for ooo·Ume use and redeemable In store only. I 
I Office DEPOT~ ~Code 93779364 D ·--------------------------------d 
Get the Office Depot Advantage! 
• Save 15% on Copy and Print services** 
such as binding, laminating, printing, stapling, and much more. 
• Get up to 10% back* in Advantage Reward credits every quarter! 
• Receive other great benefits such as special savings and 
members-only shopping events. 
• Become an Office Depot Advantage member today! Simply stop by any of our stores or visit 
www.officedepot.com/Advantage. Enroll for FREE by using the Group Code 90578! 
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STAFF EDITORIAL -
Students· show their 
influence on cainpus 
.According.t(). Nora. 
·PATIENCE ISAVIRTUE; ESPECIALLYWHENGETTING OYERRELA'f.IONSHIPS . 
. . . . . ' ' .· .· ' 
NORA MCINERNY out a relationship to ;cpmfort or ·.I could say nothing' comforting to 
Columnist define me'. . her as I rode in the front seat of her 
When you're in a relationship, Was alllove m:e ~he kind I had Oldmobile Achieva as she·. wiped 
you envy your single friends. And experienced? Wou.:.:. -~ '"f'T have the te~s from her.face and ·chain-
when you're single, you envy those another chance, or would r be smoked.-
friends who have a significant 'doom~d to wander the pfanet alone , Six years arid a stririg of loser 
other. I speak from experienc;e, be- like the Incredible Hulk?· 'boyfriends later, Meghan has met. 
Although it is always nice to has been the mo~t effective in draw- cause I spent the past five years of ,, . My ~ousin Justine ·mam.ed her the Icrve ofherlik He's lactose-
criticize both the Xavier and .Cin- ing in interested members for many my life in and out of a relationship high school sweetheart-this Labor · . intolerapt, corri.pµter-literate, and 
cinnati communities, on behalf of · organizations, including the where we always wanted some- . Day Weekend after a 9~year court~ · utterly perfectfor'her. Nerd love is_ 
the cynical student body, this year Newswire staff. . . .. · thing else, and have. spentthe five ship. Weddings are a magiCal time. a powerful. thing, .. and Meghan 
has started off right around campus. . Although the increase was prob- months since the breakup longing A time where you can drink found it inJeremy. ·· 
Many of the first:ye.ar students ably due ~o the ma~s ~m?unts ~f for w.hat we had. We spent the fo~-: . heavily, dance stupidly, and sob ·· .My \parents had their 30 Wed~ 
may not realize how much :Xavier f~esh~an.mtereste? m fmdmg the1r mative.years of our youth break- openly among friends, family; and ding Anniversary in July 2004. 
has grown over the last four years. . mche m college, it could also be. ing and re-breaking each other.'s total strangers. .. . ... . · · · Steve and Marga,ret ar~ tlie defini-
For example, the Gallagher Student attributed to the effectiveness of the · hearts. · · · · · tion of "opposites attract". My: dad 
Center was nothing but a huge hole Student Government Association · Th d · · · · · - ·irons his uriderwear, my mom will 
with a fence around it when the class and its wonderful and dedfoat~d derfut t~~~· th:f~a~:r~h~o h:~r~: "There··. P . st.ood:, \year one ·earring jf she loses its 
of 2005 first arrived here. group of memhers. break seem worth it, but underneath J J ·ff · · mate: My dad likes to gp to bed 
As my roommate and I woke up Oftentimes, SGA gets a really · it all lthink thalthe both ofus were SUrrounu.eu:~)j(/,, room early andmy mom loves a good 
from our nightly . . ~ha:ser~h:r~~ just scared to admit that the only fuJlof peop/eitvflf!;Were , P. arMty.y· .. d· ad ·i·s·s.·eri·ous and ·.wo .. u. nd 
slumber ·in "Th N · .d+ relationship we had ever known · · · · · 
Brockman Hall, e eWSWire Sti:lyj n'?t involved in it was not working~ . in foVC; who'. bad {iJst . up like a fop; my mom is silly and 
we were ser- h h d . . . or only know When. this relationship dis- . . . · .. · ... •·•·z· . . go6fy. But even though their love 
enaded by the as ear numerous half the truth. solved in May, I thought for sure love, Or'.ZvhO>Were.-Stf 'f · . is crazy, I've never doubted .that it 
buzzing and comnliments about the Big deal. T~e that' I would never .get over the OUt the:·.·~. e .. ·. loo.·.k.·· .. ·.z.'.n~. ,; . . is genuine. Maybe it was just the 
grinding of drills T heads of those m agony. I filled my ·life with new o· ·wine or the flattering lighting, but 
and hammers due effectiveness of Club SGA are' a little friends, my. time with social activi- when they danced, cheek-to-cheek, 
to the construe- h l'f ,, over-inflated and ties, and tried to keep the pain from they looked at each other like they 
tion of the build- Day on t e Ma · ·: the way mem- occupying my thoughts. It's child- But whether you're there for the were newlyweds. 
ing we now affec- hers always wear ish and it's unhealthy, but it's also ,open .bar or to celebrate the sacra- . . ·There I stood, _surrounded by a 
tionately know as those jackets and very true that you can't feel bad mentof marriage, weddings make room full .of people wh() were in 
the G-Spot. bags is a. tad cultish, the group still about something· that you don• t . you think about love. iove, who had lost love; or who 
Nowadays, I see students play- puts in a lot of work free of charge. think. about. While my life is always an emo- were still out there looking. Th~re 
ing pool, freshman flirting and ran- Other groups also put· in over- While it's human nature to com- .tional rollercoaster, evenJwas sur- . were a hundred love stories in that 
dom local children playing time to see their dreams and goals miserate, there is something in- prised by my reaction to their first · . ballroom, each a testament to the 
video games all the time· in come to life. Alex Kenny of the Uni- tensely personal about a breakup. dance as man.and wife, to "Wild resilience of the human heart. · 
Gallagher, enjoying die fruits of the versity Patriots worked tirelessly Something abc:iut a broken heart Horses" by 'I'he ·Rolling Stones. Sure, th~ heart cracks. and 
hard work and dedication that went and eventually was successful in makes you feel as if nobody in the .. Justine and Matt, cm the first· day . breaks, but it also. bounces, and' in 
into building the Gallagher Center. bringing MTV Rock the Vote to this history of the world could possi~ of their new. life together, shared time the wounds that torture us now 
The area surrounding Gallagher small Midwestern private school. bly understand the kind of anguish the spotlight on:the· empty qance end up as nothing more than old .. 
has also become a haven for activ- The MTV personalities Qudus and that y~·u arefe~Jing. . · · ... ' floor. . .scars.In true rock-goddess fashion,. · 
ity - hen.ce the placement of Club Sway are probahly. announcing That isn't to say that I tf:idn 't . My throat bun1ed and my eyes "'.Tu~tin~ ·a~n~ed' ~ith her father to 
Day on the Mall. This annual event, some of the hottest up and ·coming talk abciutif My cell phone bill filled with tears as other couples Guns N Roses"'Patience." . 
sponsored by the Student Govern- bands in the country as this edition and my email outbox will tell any- . joined the dance, among them my . I· st9od there, alone, but not 
ment Association, is a great oppor- of the Newswire hits the stands. one thatl was plenty verbal about sister and her fiance and my own lonely. Looking around the room, I 
tunity for clubs and organizations, The point is Xavier University the situation. . parents. I, Norl!, Mcinerny, was realized thatthe advice that my 
both on and off camp4s, to reach has a lot of clubs led by students But, no matter what I said, I about to cry at a wedding. mother gave to me is as wise as the 
out to our student community. who work hard and accomplish a couldn'treach any sense.of closure I remember when my sister ·lyrics by Axl Rose.. . 
Tables littered with information and lot for the interests they are most within myself. Meghan broke up with her first se- Time heals all ~ounds. ·All is 
free paraphernalia are always the passionate about. I couldn • t imagine feeling rious boyfriend. She was heartbro- not lost. I'm 21, for crying out loud! 
highlight of Club Day on the Mall. So, for one issue (and one issue happy and peaceful again, with- ken, a concept so foreign to me that All I need is just a little patience. 
The Newswire staff has heard. only), the Newswire decided to d 
numerous compliments about the pointouthowmuchtheUniversity Ni. ewsw. ire inaccur. at_ e in gen.. , e. r· 
effectiveness of Club Day on the is moving forward and how the stu-
Mall, especially from smaller clubs. dents are really taking· it up to the 
who need the exposure. This year. next levei. and diversity issues 
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On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire 
The X<ll'itr Newswire is published weekly through· 
out the school year, except during vacation and final 
exams, by the studenlS or Xavioro{Jniversily, 3800 Vic-
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129. 
The statement.~ am.I opinions of Thl' Xavier News· 
wire arc not necessarily those or lhe student hody, fac· 
ulty or wJministraLinn of Xavier. The statements and 
opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect Llmsc 
of editors or general staff. 
Subscription rates arc $30 per year nr $15 per SO· 
mtlSteF'wi.lhin lhe USA and are prorated. Subscription 
· 'lnqulrlenhould be directed 10 Daniel Cox, 513'745-
3607. . 
Advertising Inquiries shouldlJO directed lo Eliza· 
beth Arnell, Advertising Manager. 513· 745-3561. 
One copy or Tht Xuvitr NeW•Wirt, distributed on 
campus. is free per person per week. Additional copies 
arc 25 ccnt.c;, · 
· Xavier University is an acadl!mic community com· 
milted to equal opportunity ror all persons. 
It js important for students to be ing the process, and suggest appro7 lated campus·.polici~s.· Unless spe-
aware that the front page article in priate counseling. Advocates will . cific information that will help iden-
the Sept 8 issue of thf! Newswire, ensure. that. anyone calling the "tify a perj>etrator is available or cer-
"Student Assaulted on Campus," . hotline is treated in a sensitive and tain kinds of assa.ult are being aimed 
contains several errors in 'its de- respectful\vay througfiout,,,th'.' at a particular group, information 
scription o~ policies for reporting tire reportin~,~~@,9~~-~'!?£,I~pe;_ as race and sex reinforces ster~o-
assault and rape and in the list of sa,ult1 .. ,~f;,!l~#Ss~eiitofanyki'iid. It , ".es of categories of people. 
telephone numbers that appears wil « •'"'lffate calls to the hotline if e case Of the article· Sept 8, 
with the article.. 1tfitt .... ts identify themselves imme- erizfog the assailant as "a 
Several members of the campu~ 1"i~Iy as Xavier students. Of ale~· casts suspicion on all 
community worked very.hard thi.. se, if you are in danger, you ~n on campus and does 
summer to implement a more r' I~ call Campus Police at 74~- . g to help identif{the par-
sponsive approach to rape, assaul ; ar individual who assaulted 
and harassment at :Xavier. The cam~ ~~tyone. sh~uld be aware,. . ur. stud~nt. It is . also difficult to 
pus now ·has a new crisis hotline: · 'µhib~~'ii§i~d in th~,~~§..J'~'f or·.· unders'tand why the sex of some, 
513-872-9259 . This is the number the Rape <;rJ.~~~:.£~,tei.fanCI Women , but·' not all;. underage drinkers is 
you have seen on. flyers and Ian- Helping WPi:nenare not current and more relevant than ~he sex of the 
yards around campus tliisfall. . is not a~~W~red 24: hours 11 day; If -stude~t bitten by~ lab rat 
This is a 24~hour hotline; Xavier . you arei[a:ssaulted or raped, your. . .. We hope th11tm the future. th.e 
has contracted to use the. same '24- first ph~ati:~;;;c~ll·:sl,lould be. to the ·.· Newswire will confirm information 
hour hotline as the Rape Crisis and advoc~te.(jJ~~a12~9259) or, if you. ,on campuspolicies and the accu-
Abuse Center of Hamilton County . are ... i~,i'dfifii~~ffJ~. Xavier Campus racy of emergency telepllone num-
(formerly, Women Helping Women) P.di'i~e (745-1000). · , · hers before going tO'press .. 
and theYWCA Shelter. A speciajJy"1:,fd~;}As. faculty who . teach ·Gender. 
. trained Xavier advocate will 'ri;Ji.~~<1ifnd Diversity Studies '9ourses; we· · 
spond quickly to any Xavier stu- are also very concerned that in 
dent who reports having been · both this article and in its "Police 
raped or assaulted. Advocates will Notes,'' the Newswire uses race and 
explain the options. available to · sex ·in its descriptions of criminal 
victims, assist them in understand- suspects or those who have vio-
,;_Dr. M, ChristineAnderson 
. m:vtory/Gender and Diversity 
Studies 
Dr. Caroly1,1 Jenkins 
Social Work 
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Where have all the Republicans gone? 
The last time that I checked, the 
··word "Republican" implied adher-
ence to an ;deology that understood 
that, for the good of the. Republic, 
one must see to the good of the 
entire populace. It seems disqui-
. eting 'that. the political party that 
uses the word as its namesake tends 
to be none of the sorf Rather,, the 
. Republican Party has bee·n hi-
. jacked by a radical notion of so-. 
cial Darwinism and is now on a 
· .crash course with reality. "ne once 
well-intentioned, respectable ide-
als of the Republican Party cif old 
have been held hostage by an 
. American dream devoid of social 
conscience and imbued with jin-
goism. . . 
M~ny of the Repubiican Party 
(which I will respectfully refer to 
by its chosen namesake) have been 
. corrupted by a perversion cif the 
· American ideology of "rags to 
riches" or of the "self-made man" 
· - both paradigms stand in rough 
contrast to affluent body that is the 
contemporary GOP. Under such. 
get or ignore such obligations. Fur-
thermore, they become materialis-
ticalf y fixated and forget the fact 
that just ·by living in the United 
States of America makes them the 
richest people in the world, next tci 
our bankers; the Chinese and Japa-
nese govern.ments. Plaip.ly spoken, 
they do not need all that they pos-
sess or seek; regardless of what de-
gree they may or may not deserve . 
it. 
''Peopl~ whoflock to 
the Republican Party, 
continue to antogantly 
or ·ignorantly ·refuse.to 
sympathize with !last 
portions of the 
· America'n society ... " 
ideologies, one is likely to believe · · ------------
him or herself deserving of all that 
he or. she has come to possess by 
means of hard work and persever-
ance, and rightly so. However, 
what is truly lacking is the under-. 
standing that one is also expected 
to have. certain Republican (a 
priori) obligations to the rest of 
'society. 
·For some reas.on or another, 
those who are raised with such ide-
9logies, and usually those who 
, have profited most from them, for-
Once one has fallen victim to 
such selfish perversions, he or she 
is consequently likely to retreat to 
the safety of a political and social 
ideol'ogy. that shelters (nay, 
coddles) him or her from the con-
stant reminders of his or her repub-
lican obligations. Anyone or any-
thing that threatens to take a~ay 
even the slightest bit of the luxu-
ries .that he or she pos8esses is feared_ · 
and hated out of selfishness and a 
Such people, who flock to the response is ttl yell, "Get a job!" 
Republican Party, continue to ar- Assuming that she must be too lazy 
rogantly or ignorantly (or both) to work for.her income; they ignore 
refuse to sympathize with vast poi'- the fact that the Republican Party 
tions oftheAmerican society, those has repeatedly and openly opposed 
not in the first per capita. This is a both an increase in the minimum 
classic case of widespread xeno- wage and affordable, non-privatized 
phobia and the gradual placement healthcare. So, when faced with the 
of a caste system. daunting choice between health 
Furthermore, those who they are care and feeding her children, she 
able to sympathize with are either instead chooses to remain on wel-
those who· are just like them or fare. Thus, she becomes one of the 
those whom their leaders have led "welfare abusers" that Republicans 
them into believing deserve empa- ironically complain about. 
thy. (Rememper when nobody They cannot, or will not, put 
cared about the Iraqi civilians who themselves in. the shoes· of a teen-
were dying both under Saddam · age homosexual, distraught and 
Hussein's bloody regime as weli' as contemplating suicide because he 
Americ~n imp()s~q .~~qnomic ,san~- or she is ridiculed daily and faces 
tions?) · alien'ation du'e t~ so~ething that he 
What is worse is the fact that or she was born with, and cannot 
such fickle sympathies run contrary change. Instead, many Republicans 
to the ideals of pity and coinpas- choose to support the denial of ba-
sion found in the religion that many sic human rights, such as a pursuit 
of those in the Republican Party of happiness that is of no harm to 
subscribe tO (did someone whisper anyone else, to these human beings. 
Jesus?). Many of you may find the afore-
They cannot, or will not, place said acrimonious or unfounded, but 
themselves in the shoes of a woman proof of this assertion surrounds 
who has been raped and is, accord- ·you here .in 'Cincinnati in the quaint 
ingly, pregnant. Her. very liveli- litigious form of Article 12. 
hood, health, and/or future depend I could continue, but instead I . 
upon her ability to continue with will end my harangue with a few 
her chosen way of life without the simple questions for Republicans: 
burden of an. unexpected and un- How can you be so heartless as to 
wanted pregnancy. This burden live your lives day iri and day out 
·includes both the birth itself, as selectively showing sympathy and 
well as those nine preceding compassion? Is notthe very nature 
months. · , of compassion and humility such 
Never mind the fact that we, as that it knows no bounds? Why do 
Americans, by principle. are obli- you choose to consciously ignore 
gated to separate our religious be- those in the population of your 
liefs from our government and that ·country that are not like you? .Are 
the legal ~tatus, of a certain item or.· you scared? If so, why? The label 
· practice does riot inevitably lead that your political party affixes to 
to its abuse or public pardon. itself is a misnomer. 
They cannot; or will not, place True republican ideals are those 
themselves in the shoes of a home- that keep the entire public's good 
less man· or woman, hungry and in mind when making policy or. 
haunted by mental illness and ad- conducti°:g business. For whatrea-
diction. Instead, these human be- son would one lapse into an ideol-
ings are regarded as eyesores and ogyofsocialDarWinismbutforfear 
not as those very people .to which and/or greed? If you cannot think . 
they are obligated to repatriate and of any other reason, then do some-
amalgamate into our society so thing about it. 
that, with the right programs and Or, simply admitto yourself that 
funding, they might again function you are afraid and seek education; 
a8 productive members of society. or: admit that 'you are just plain 
Oh no! That means 'taxes! I sup- gre_edy and that nothing matters 
pose the melting pot yields a .c!ish more to you than·ni.oney arid power. 
best served with fine china. What makes you better than any-
T_hey • cahnot, or wiILnot place one else? · 
themselves in the shoes ofayoung . . _:_Bryon Lorton 
mother ori 'welfare. instead,' theii- Class of '06 
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Tennis ho_lds·open 
·try-outs 
Xavier University's Tennis Pro-
• gram will be holding open try-outs 
on Monday. 
They will be held from 2-5 p.m. 
at the tennis courts. Try-outs are 
open to any XU ~tudent. 
: If you have any questions call 
Janet at 745-3727. · 
Duchek named to 
.All-Tourney team 
Xavier's Kate Duchek received 
all-tournament honors from the 
Renaissance Hotel/Georgia Tech 
Invitational this past week.end. 
The junior outside hitter re-
corded 37 kills on a .349 hitting 
percentage, nine digs, three block 
assists, two aces· and tallied. two 
issists on the weekend. . . 
Her weekend-high 15 kiils 
helped the Musketeers defeat Ten-
nessee Tech in three games. 
Duchek currently leads XU in 
kills this season with 86 and kills 
per game with 3.5~, while ·ranking 
second in aces with seven. 
Conn~UA-10 
rookie of week 
Xavier freshman golfer Andy 
Connell was named Atlantic 10 
Conference men's golf rookie of 
the week on Monday, following 
his performance this weekend at 
the Michigan/Radrick Farms In-
tercollegiate. 
Connell finished the Intercol-
·Volleyball ·has· rotten ~ 
. . 
weekend in peach state 
BY CASEY WELDON ·-were ·simply outplayed and over-
~~~~~~---~~~~~ 
Sports Writer . . whelmed by the stellar play of the 
With another week .under thei.r 
belts, members of the X:avier vol-
leyball team were left scratching . 
their heads after another poor show-
ing in last weekend's tournament 
in Georgia. ( · 
Coming of{ a disappointing 
showing in their opening week of 
the season, the Musketeers looked 
to take a bite of the Georgia peach 
at the Renaissance Hotel/Georgia 
Tech· Invitational, but left with a 
bitter taste in their mouth~, pick~ 
ing up just one win in .the three 
game showing. 
For the entirety of the tourna-
ment it appeared as if Xavier was 
either dominating or dominated, as 
all three matches were decided in 
'the minimum of three game show-
ings. 
Opening up the tournament with 
an impressive performance against 
Tennessee Tech, the Muskies could 
not manage to bottle that lightning, . 
losing badly to host school Geor-
gia Tech and intrastate rival Ohio 
State. 
The Musketeers, who were the 
preseason coaches; selection to win 
the Atlantic 10 regular season title, 
find themselves 2-5 on the young 
2004-05 season. 
One of the lone bright spots for 
the Musketeers was the play of jun-
ior standout Kate Duchek. 
The outsider hitter from Cor Jesu 
Academy in St. Louis was named 
to the all-tournament team at the 
Ohio State University on Saturday, 
losing in a three ga~e blowout (30-
22, 30-18, 30-22). 
Stacey Gordon of the Ohio State 
University nearly single-handedly 
dismantled the Musketeer defense en 
route to a: career high in kills versus 
the Musketeers. · 
The AH-American collected 26 
kills in the impressive OSU victory. 
Duchek led the Musketeers with13 · 
kills, one ace and.four block assists. 
. Last week's Hampton Inn-Barna 
Bash all-tournament .selection, 
Molly Martin, also had a solid per-
formance. The senior tallied 27 as-
sists and one ace during the contest. 
· Friday night, the Musketeers had 
a pair of matches against two 
staunchly different teams, playing at 
two entirely different talent levels. 
In the second game of the night, 
Xavier lost badly to their first na-
tionally ranked opponent of the sea-
son. 
The Number.21· ranked Georgia 
Tech, who came into the contest with 
all things in their favor, utilized th~ir 
home court advantage to the fullest, 
knocking off the Musketeers 30-23, 
30-12, and 30-20; 
The Yellow Jackets left the con-
test versus the Muskies ·with their 
first victory of the season. Despite 
their. shaky record to start the sea-
son, Ge6rgia Tech is all but unstop-
pable at home. 
},'. 
. · . . .. · · · · • ' PHOTO COURTESY XAVIER SPORTS INFO~MATION 
Junior Katie Ducheck was a bright spot in Xavier's fairly disappointing 
1-2 showing at the Georgia Tech Invitational. The Musketeers play 
Wright State tonight at 7 p.m; 
Senio.r Lacf Hasenour came off . Skrajewski combin.~d to contrib-
the bench to serve as a spark for the lite 26 kills to the XU attack. 
Muskies. 
Xavier kicked off the tournament 
with a dominating effort against Ten- . 
nessee Tech. 
Xavier's Martin was at the cen-
ter of the attack. While not col-
lecting huge numbers in kills or 
aces, Martin did leave the contest 
with robust total of 49 assists. 
legiate at two-over par with a three-· Renaissance Hotel/Georgia Tech 
round total of 218. Invitational. 
GT came into the contest with a 
24 game home winning streak at the 
O'Keefe Center (GT would increase . 
that ·mark to 26, before falling to 
OSU later in the final match of the 
tournament). 
The Musketeers put an end to 
their three game losing streak (only 
to see a new two game losing str~ak 
begin by the end of the tournament), 
while sending the Golden Eagles to 
their fourth loss of the season ( 1-4). 
Martin also proved huge on de-
fense, collecting 12 digs .(second 
to junior Jordan Brightwell's 15). In the tournament's second 
round, Connell carded a 2-under 
70 en route to a 13th pface finish 
among the 78 competitors. 
Connell earned the first Atlan-
tic 10 Honor for Xavier. 
Provident Xavier 
Invitational 
The Xavier Univesity men's 
and women's cross country teams 
each took home the championship 
from the Provident Bank Xavier 
Invitational Saturday afternoon in 
Westchester, Ohio. 
Both the men's and women's 
team defeated Wright State and 
Capital University on their way to 
victory. 
The men's team ran to seven 
top-10 finishes, while the women's 
team placed second, fourth and 
fifth. 
Xavier is back in action on Sept. 
17 when the men's and women's 
cross country teams compete in the 
National Catholic Championships 
in South Bend, Ind. 
Duchek recorded 37 kills on a 
.349 hitting percentage, nine digs, 
three bl.ock assists, two aces and 
two assists on the tournament. In 
the lone XU victory of the week-
end Duchek tallied her weekend-
high 15 kills against Tennessee 
Tech. 
In their final ~atch of the trio of 
weekend games, the Musketeers 
9/16 
vs. Cincinnati 
(Xavier Soccer Complex) 
7:00p.m. 
\ ;' 
The loss marked the second 
straight weekend Xavier failed to 
upset the host of their weekend tour-
nament. 
The Muskie attack, which faltered 
most of the evening, was led by 'solid 
performances of Duchek who con-
tinued her impressive play collect-
ing nine kills and four digs. 
The.Musketeers were dominant 
on both offense and defense during 
the match. 
Duchek, as she did all tournament 
long, led the Musketeers, tallying 
15·kills. The sophomore tandem of 
Astyn Bjorklund and Danie'lle 
Games to Watch 
9/17 




vs. Wright State 
(Cinatas Center) 
7:00p.m .. ·. 
. As a team, the Musketeers held 
the struggling Golden Eagles to a· 
.120 hitting percentage in the 
match. 
Xavier will look to kick-start 
their season in the friendly con-
fines of Cintas Center on Wednes-
day night to take on -visiting 
Wright State Unive~sity at 7 p.m." . 
9/17 
National C_atholic Champ. 
(South Bend,. Ind) 
· 3:30p.m. 
..; .. 
. This Weekend: Men's, golf at Notre Dame Invitational (South· Ben4, 1n·d~); Wornen's:Golf atMary .. 
FossumlnvitationaL (East.tansing?Mich.)~-.Men~s·;Jennisat·Ball Statellivitational··(Muricierlnd~) ··-· 
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Xavier defeated Arizona 
State in the now defunct 
Salad Bowl, 33-21, on 
New Year's Day in 1950. 
The bowl was one of the 
12 major bowl games at 
the time. 
Watch all the College and NFL 
Football games on the new Big Screen 
'IV at ••• 
. _ 3:30.pm .SATURDAY - Ohio State vs. N.C. State 
8:30 pm SUNDAY - Dolphins w. Bengals (ESPN) 
9:00 pm MONDAY :- Vikings vs. Eagles 
-Food and Draft Beer Specials Provided-
_ · 4108 Montgomery Rd. ;... 513.351.4600 . " 
Across from Busken B~ry- less than % mile north ofDana Aw. 
· 21 ancl over Only 
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Contemporary Arts 
Center exhibits 
The Contemporary Arts Cen-
ter begins its second year at the 
Lois & Richard Rosenthal Center 
for Contemporary Art. Current 
exhibitions include: 
Kendell Geers 
"Kendell Geers: Hung, Drawn 
and Quartered" features the work 
of provacative South African art-
ist Geers. Much of Geers previ-
ous work has included interven-
tions, long-term performances, in-
stallations, photography, draw-
ings, and video works. 
Sanford Biggers 
"Sanford Biggers: both/and not 
either/or" is an exhibition which 
features several video installations 
and sculptures. Biggers' work 
draws on sources such as Eastern 
religions, black vernacular expres-
sion, 1970s process art, urban 
street culture, and new technolo-
gies. 
'80s political art 
"Crimes and Misdemeanors: 
Politics in U.S. Art of the 1980s" 
is a group exhibition of the work 
of 55 artists which surveys the 
socially and politically oriented 
artistic production of the period. 
Admission to the Contempo-
rary Arts Center is $6.50 for adults 
and $4.50 for students with ID. 
For more information, call 345-
8415 or visit www.contemp-
oraryartscenter.com. 
'1\velfth Night' at 
Playhouse 
The Playhouse in the Park pre-
sents William Shakespeare's ro-
mantic comedy, "Twelfth Night." 
The play involves a complex 
love triangle between Duke 
Orsino, Viola (who is masquerad-
ing as a man, Cesario) and Count-
ess Olivia. 
"Twelflh Night" runs through 
Oct. 8. 
For showtimes and ticket infor-
mation, visit their website at 
www.cincyplayhouse.com or call 
421-3888. 
'The Exonerated' at 
ETC 
The Ensemble Theatre of Cin-
cinnati presents the regional pre-
miere of "The Exonerated." 
The award-winning docu-
drama is a series of monologues 
culled from 40 interviews with 
former death-row inmates who 
were eventually proven innocent 
and released. 
"The Exonerated" runs 
through Sept. 26. 
For showtimes and ticket infor-
mation, call 421-3555. 
Leave your brain at home 
MILLA JOVOVICH AND COMPANY ENTERTAIN IN THIS MINDLESS SEQUEL 
BY JIM GIMP 
Contributing Writer 
Buy your ticket, have a seat, and 
put any refined cinematic sensibili-
ties that you may have in your 
pocket. 
Make way for "Resident Evil: 
Apocalypse," a new formulaic ac-
tion piece that quite literally depends 
on the viewer to dismiss any expec-
tation ofrespectable dialogue, char-
acter development, memorable pho-
tography or other film essentials. 
Strangely, the film rouses male 
childhood nostalgia from one's toy 
playing days. The actors are simply 
actioJJ figures on a zombie movie 
canvas, but that big kid in the 
director's chair has a wonderful time 
with his razzle-dazzle, kinetic style 
and, through the eyes of the child, 
you may too. 
Based on Capcom's videogame 
series, "Resident Evil," "Apoca-
lypse" is the second installment of a 
planned trilogy of film adaptations. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM 
Oh no, Milla, turn around, there are zombies hiding behind that phallic headstone and they are 
coming to get you! P.S. Jimmy loves you. 
Beneath Raccoon City, a ficti-
tious metropolis in the Midwest, lies 
a secret underground laboratory 
used for the bio-weapons division of 
the nefarious Umbrella Corporation. 
This Jab, called 'The Hive,' is 
being reopened for inspection by 
Umbrella after it was shutdown in 
the first film. As expected, the lab 
unleashes a horde of mutated crea-
tures as well as the T-Virus, a blood 
contagion that has the ability to re-
vive the dead. 
Within a few days the majority 
of the Raccoon City population has 
been infected and transformed into 
the living dead. 
Amid the chaos, three heroes 
arise: Jill Valentine, a surviving 
member of Raccoon City police, 
Carlos Oliviera, a mercenary for-
merly working for Umbrella, and 
Alice, an unwitting test subject for 
Umbrella who has been granted su-
perhuman powers and now has a 
score to settle with the company. 
The objective for the three is 
straightforward: escape the city with 
as many survivors as possible. 
All that stands in their way are 
nightmarish creatures, scores of 
zombies, mutated Doberman pin-
schers, Umbrella forces, and an 
eight-foot monster called the Nem-
esis. 
In terms of the performances in 
"Apocalypse," the sultry Sienna 
Guillory ("Love Actually"), who 
plays Jill, and Oded Fehr ("The 
Mummy"), who plays Carlos, do the 
bare minimum to keep their action-
figure personas at a tolerable level. 
It is actually Milla Jovovich 
("The Fifth Element"), as the super-
woman Alice, who uses her raw 
physicality and tough-girl swagger 
to add some charm to her role. 
Alexander Witt, in his directo-
rial debut, after many outings as 
second unit director on major pro-
ductions such as "Gladiator," dem-
onstrates an ability to serve up con-· 
tinuous action while moving the 
plot. 
The result is a tight ninety-four 
minute package. One can expect 
that studio demands on the novice 
director to deliver little more than 
a sugar-rush of a movie hampered 
the development of any rich char-
acters and dramatic tone. 
There are glimpses of Witt try-
ing to break free, especially in the 
scenes with Alice being manipu-
lated by Umbrella. Seeing Alice 
gain violent consciousness, strip-
ping herself of tubes and needles 
after being experimented with, is 
rather chilling. 
Another example is a sympa-
thetic moment with Alice after she 
has just escaped the 
Nemesis creature. 
She sits alone in a 
dark basement, re-
positioning her bro-
ken fingers as the 
result of falling 
down a garbage 
shoot. 
There is a sense 
of fear, isolation, 
and fierce determi-
nation that is touch-
ing. 
PHOTO CpURTESY .OF YAHOO.COM 
After raiding Arnold's stash of sawed off shotguns, Milla brings tne pain, 
Nevertheless, 
Witt could have re-
tooled the wooden 
dialogue and scaled 
back some of the 
outrageous stunts to 
supermodel style. 
concentrate on the dramatic sub-
stance. 
What is disappointing, but not a 
stopping blow for the film, are the 
lack of horror and suspense elements 
that are the cornerstone of the source 
material. 
Some horror film basics include, 
slower pacing of the scenes to draw 
out the tension, an eerie soundtrack, 
and moody set pieces with low, pre-
cise lighting. 
Witt makes superficial attempts · 
at meeting these standards, the aban-
doned Church and School scenes are 
examples, but he often seems to 
settle for the use of an explosion in-
stead. 
In any case, Witt manages to 
make those explosions an amusing 
experience, aware of his fan base. 
In the end, "Resident Evil: 
Apocalypse," is a simple crowd 
pleaser crafted to appeal to our in-
ner child. With plenty of frenetic 
gunplay, monster slaying, as well as 
some ravishing heroines, a return to 
sixth grade cinema may be a refresh-
ing change of pace. 
New Releases ~!;~~~~~:'.;~:~~ ,., ., ...... . .~! 1M! $1l!Clllf F.;•J•U""""I! ;;l,'\:n l<~tj live Wires ~~~{~~~¥t~~~~~.; :O.:OT)(~mctftillli1'S•Ot*1: -·;n •••• :01m ~r• "*1•n ... o-.ulll.ftll''" 
The following discs are due for release on or before Sept. 14 ... 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy Christmas Album (Vanguard) ... The Datsuns 
Outta Sight/Outta Mind (V2) ... Dizzee Rascal Showtime (XL/Beggars 
Banquet) ... The Faint Wet from Birth (Saddle Creek) ... Flogging Molly 
Within a Mile of Home (SideOneDummy) ... Ja Rule R. U.L.E. (Def Jam) 
... Nelly Suit and Sweat (Universal) ... The Thrills Let's Bottle Bohemia 
(Virgin) 
. .. all dates are tentative. 
Hlllll .. , "'lll...,l•He 
"lllltl• ~·~'Cl ~I lft •:'*'11 
Friday, Sept. 17 
The Wedding 
@The Underground 
Monday, Sept. 20 
Ari Hest 
@ Xavier University 
Greens pace 
Saturday, Sept. 18 
Van Halen 
'llt?=Tt UTlt!111.,.,)tf!I 
@ U.S. Bank Arena 
Tuesday, Sept. 21 
The Silos 
@ Southgate House 
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Shakespeare, Aronoff and Playhouse, oh my 
This article is part of a month-long 
series covering Cincinnati's available 
entertainment. Music stores, music 
venues, movie theatres and locally-
run restaurants are offered for what-
ever personal tastes one may have. 
This week, we are featuring various 
Cincinnati theatres. 
BY JAY ARNS 
Contributing Writer 
Welcome, Xavier students, back to 
Cincinnati-tolerant land of abundant 
culture. Well, the culture part is true. 
Sort of. At any rate, there are several 
opportunities for you culture-seekers 
to absorb some first-rate live drama. 
The premier theater in Cincinnati 
is the Aronoff Center for the Arts lo-
cated downtown. 
One advantage of the Aronoff is 
the varied nature of the shows they 
perform. They show drama, musi-
cals, ballet, opera, and the list goes 
on. Also, this is the theater lo check 
out if you're interested in viewing 
something from Broadway. 
There are, however, a few disad-
vantages. First and foremost is the 
parking. You have to park down-
CONTRIBUTING WRITER JAY ARNS PUTS ON HIS THEATER CRITIC HAT 
Places to attend the theatre: (Clockwise from top left): Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati, Aronoff 
Center, Playhouse in the Park and people standing outside of the Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival 
town. If you are not from Cin-
cinnati or are not going with 
someone who is, then it's going 
to be a major pain. 
Once parked, you must then rec-
oncile yourself to the vastness of 
the actual theater space. It is mas-
sive, especially in comparison to 
other theaters in·town. You may or 
may not consider this a drawback, 
but it's something to keep in mind. 
The prices here vary immensely. 
----------------------------------------. A quick look at their website will 
Iii Provident 
Bank 
Personal Approach Proven Results. 
show that the tickets range any-
where from $12 to upwards of 
$130. 
Just down the street from the 
Aronoff, you'.ll find the Ensemble 
Theater of Cincinnati. Much 
smaller than the Aronoff, the ETC 
prides itself on performing shows 
from around the world and off-
Broadway. 
These shows tend to be more ar-
tistic and less traditional than those 
shown in the Aronoff. Parking is 
still an issue, since it's still down-
town. However, there is a parking 
lot immediately across the street in 
a well-lit area. 
The setup of the theater is a bit 
different as well. It's more intimate 
than the massive auditorium previ-
ously mentioned, but the seats are 
arranged in rows that ascend quite 
steeply. Thus, most of the audience 
is looking down onto the perfor-
mance. 
A call to the box office reveals 
that tickets for shows at this estab-
lishment are $25 for college stu-
dents. 
Another theater you will find 
downtown is the Cincinnati 
Shakespeare Festival. Yet smaller 
than the ETC, the Shakespeare Fes-
tival does Shakespearean drama 
(obviously), but they also devote 
themselves to up·-and-coming writ-
ers, as well as their annual perfor-
mance of "Jacob Marley's Christ-
mas Carol," a new take on the 
Charles Dickens classic. 
As with the previous two, park-
ing can be an issue. Usually you'll 
have to walk a few blocks to get to 
the theater from a parking garage, 
but it's really not a big deal. 
The Festival is perhaps the most 
intimate professional theater setting 
in the city, with audience members 
even sitting onstage. 
The theater is small, the stage is 
small, and the budget is certainly 
small. Their minimalist renderings 
of classic dramatic works can at 
times be clever and endearing, but 
they can also leave something to be 
desired. The advantage of this, 
however, is reflected in the ticket 
prices. Student tickets are $16 ($10 
with an Enjoy the Arts member-
ship). 
Finally, we have, in this writer's 
humble opinion, the crown jewel of 
Cincinnati drama: The Playhouse 
in the Park. Perched atop Mt. 
Adams in Eden Park, this theater is 
big enough to offer high-quality, 
big-name shows and small enough 
to do so in an intimate atmosphere 
and at reasonable prices. 
Anyone who's been to Mt. 
Adams at night (especially on the 
weekends) knows that parking is a 
nightmare. However, arriving an 
hour or so before show time will 
be sufficient to secure a space on 
the theater's property. 
In that hour you can take in the 
sights of picturesque Mt. Adams, 
enjoy the panoramic views of Cin-
cinnati, Newport, and Covington, 
grab a bite to eat at any of a num-
ber of nearby restaurants - . use 
your imagination. 
The tickets for all shows (and for 
all people) range $30-$50. Much 
like the Shakespeare Festival, the 
Playhouse has a famous annual per-
formance of the original "A Christ-
mas Carol." Tickets go extremely 
quickly, though, so you might con-
sider getting them soon. 
If the prices are too high, or if 
you bristle at the thought of leav-
ing the friendly confines of Xavier, 
then the Xavier Players always have 
an excellent schedule of shows 
right here on campus. 
There you have it. The staff at 
The Newswire hopes you will 
broaden your cultural horizons and 
visit one of these fine establish-
ments. As Oscar Wilde once put it: 
"The stage is not merely the meet-
ing place of all the arts, but is also 
the return of art to life." 
Contact information 
for theatres discussed 
in this article 
Aronoff Center for 
the Arts 
650 Walnut St 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
721-3344 
Ensemble Theater of 
Cincinnati 
1127 Vine St 




719 Race St 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
381-BARD (2273) 
Playhouse in the Park 
962 Mt. Adams Circle 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 
421-3888 or 
800-582-3208 
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September 15 
As I write this, I am hunkered 
down in the basement of the Pub-
lications House, waiting for the 
hurricane season to end. I know 
this is the Midwest, and that no 
hurricane has ever struck Cincin-
nati. Well, do you want to trust 
your life to meterologists? I don't 
even know what a meteorologist 
is, but I know not to trust them. 
Aldrich Tariff Act is at least as sinis-
ter a conspiracy as the assassination 
of What's-His-Face. In fact, rumor 
has it that the Payne~Aldrich Tariff 
Act once was just a pawn of the 
Hoot-SmawleyTariff Act. 
Therefore, I have brought down I I I LIJ 1y 4'i(t 
to the basement with me my col- · • I \r] I~ ~ 
lection of antique explosives, my. 
jagged glass sculptures and my September 16 
ceiling-hanging knife collection, There is yet another PEP talk to~ 
so when this hurricane ·hits, I will day at 10:30 a.m. Would somebody 
be prepared. brave like to infiltrate this nefari-
Speaking of hurricanes, you ous group and report back your find-
should probably not invite. your ings? My theory is that it is part of . 
friend Ivan to the Jamaican Coffee a vast alien conspiracy _that is both 
Hour in the Faces of the World vast and ... nefarious, ahd that the 
Lounge today at 3:30 p.m. Gallagher· Center is really their 
Visit Kelley Auditorium at 8 spacecraft. I just need somebody to 
p.m. tonight for a video about Chris use their came.ra phone· and get 
Rock, Bono and Ashley Judd trav- proof that they take off their human 
elling through Afi;ica beating up masks to reveal slimy alien faces. 
all the AIDS they can find. AIDS Today is also Pause the World 
puts up a good fight, but the sing" Day. I can only assume that this is 
ing of Chris Rock, the sweet good accomplished by Superman stop-
looks of Bono, and the comedy of ping the rotation of the Earth . .Why 
Ashley Judd are simply too much, he would do this is anybody's 
and eventually AIDS surrenders. guess, but it probably has something 
Today is also the birthday of to do with defeating the PEP aliens. 
William Howard Taft, Ohio's great- And on this day in 1630 the 
est politician until the rise and fall small village of Shawmut changed 
of Jerry Springer. Oliver Stone also its name to "Boston." Thus we now 
celebrates his birthday today, beg- have to tolerate people who run 
ging the question of why he has around in Boston Red Sox caps de-
not done a penetrating look at the spite never having been to Boston·, 
presidency of Mr. Taft. The Payne- saying things like "No-mah's gone" 
Be afraid, be very afraid e>f 
meteorologists and clouds: 
and, having a collective ~eizure ev-
ery time the "Sawx" play the Yim-
kees. Thanks for nothing, Boston, 
and you can keep Ben Affleck. 
. ·Make sure you celebrate Mickey 
Rourke's bitthday today. Why do I 
know that name? . 
, . · .FR.I DAY-: 
' . 
·September 17 
Well First-year Students, You 
have been· in class now for about . 
three weeks. Still here? Has calcu-
lus made you feel like your soul is 
black and dead? Have your pro-
fessors made you long forthe days 
of finger-painting in 11th grade? 
Maybe your roommate smells like 
paint and cough·syrup. lf yoil ~ave 
any or all. ()fthese problems, it' is 
time for a strategic retreat: the Get-
away Retreat. This 24-hour retreat 
is a great chance to_ get off cainpus 
and ignore all your problems, ·Noth~ 
ing solves stress like a good round 
of "Kumbaya." Sign up at Campus 
Ministry: · - . . · · 
At 4 p.m., between Albers and 
Logan,· there will be the first-ever 
All-Science_ Stud.ent and. Faculty 
Cookout. All students with majors 
or minors in a science, as well .as 
faculty, are invited. I am still upset -
that nobody offers ·a course in the 
tending. A_.word,of advice: don't 
ask _where• everybody from Price 
. Hill \vas between l939 and 1·945~ 
September 'i 9 
Jim Tarbell will be speiiking on 
the Iraq economy at 7:30 p.m. in 
Kelley'.Auditorium: The main fo-
cus of the discussion will ·be on 
attempting t~ answer the question 
of whether Iraq is full of oil, black 
gold or Texas tea. Also on the 
agenda, why ropket~propelled gre-
nades make pO()J; currency. · 
·MONDAY" 
most important science of all: Trans-
formers Construction. How are we. September 20 , 
going to be prepared to· help the Ari Hest will be perfofmirig to~ 
Autobots regain control . ()f . night at .7:30 p.m. on the 
Cybertron if we don't have.everi a Greenspace. Rumor has it he is a 
b~ic ideaofTr~sformers ana~omy? · singer,· though that is 
This eyening is also . the uncomfirmed. . 
begininng of Faculty. Manresa at . On this day in 1996, the immor-
Milford Retreat Center. l for one tal film Twister was released. Star-
would love to hear Fr.'Graham: yelk ririg Bill Paxton (of "Game .over, 
ing, "Man-frickin-resa!"Woi:disthe man, game over!_" fame), this 
sound waves alone have been movie taught us to fear weather. It 
known to dfsrupt the migratory pat~ also taught us that. movies about 
terns of the nj,onarch butterfly. - . weafu.er suck (pun intended). 
l'"*i_•l'~I_ 
September 18' ··. · · · ·~ptem!e.r1J~. · 
' There is. no, .better way to eel- At 5:30 p.hl. in Galagher 330 
.S.J.\Tl..J RDAY 
ebrate Septembe~ 18 than by attend~ learn. how to make the most of a 
_· ing ... Oktoberfest., That's right, in Career Fair. Th~ key is to vomit. 
wacky Ziniin·nati; they have ; Repeated_ly. Once they know how 
Octoberin · September .. · Buses will .you respond to pressure, you 're in. 
leave.from the Buenger Circle at l1 · . This is ·Ryan, and thanks for 
·. a.m. for all who' are int~restedin at- rocking my vote. . . 
For classifieds info, call Ann at 745-3561 or e-mail her at ne_wswire-classifieds@xaviei:.edu 
Help Wanted 
J. Crew in Kenwood Mall is now 
hiring part-time client specialists: 
- Must have previous customer 
service experience 
- Must be able to work 15-20 
hours per week 
- Must be available to work 
weekends 
- Must have high energy level 
and enjoy talking to customers 
- Must have an interest in fash-
ion and enjoy war~robing cloth-
ing 
- Must be 18 years of age 
- Flexible salary 
- Please apply in person 
If interested, call Leah Heekin 
or Thuy Cao at 891-6500. 
Brinkley's Restaurant on Mont-
gomery Road is hiring servers to 
start as soon as possible. If inter-
ested, call Bet~ Wuestefeld at 351-
6000 or apply in person. 
Part-time/occasional child care 
needed for fun, five-year-old 
child in Amberley Village. Flexible 
hours to workaround your · 
school schedule; both day and 
evening hours available. Call 
B.eth at 351-9949. 
Childcare needed in Hyde Park 
the second and fourth Monday of 
every month, 9:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. 
Pay is $10/hour. Call Helene at 
321-1291. 
Want to earn extra money by 
taking surveys? It's free to join. 
Make $3-$20 per. survey. Just go 
to http://www.zses.com. 
Childcare needed for two boys, 
ages two and four, in Mt. Lookout. 
Wednesdays and Fridays, 11 :30 a.m. 
- 3:30 p.m. $8/hour. Call Helene at 
. 321-1291. 
GET ~AID A Gl,JARANTEED 
$2,500 EVERYMONTHTO 
START! International company 
now hiring people between the 
ages of (8 to 25 to work part-time! 
Visit www.coyfs.coril/support.html 
for complete details .. 
Child care needed for two boys, 
ages two and four, for three hours 
a w.eek, as well as a few weekend 
nights. Flexible schedule; Call 
Monica at 469~0441. 
Caring, dependable nanny 
wanted to care for a three-year-old 
and a five-month-old during the 
day beginning October 4th in 
Hyde Park home. Must have child 
care experience and transportation. 
Call Michele at 225-3161. 
Educate for the Earth through a 
state:wide environmental cam-
paign. Seeking those committed to 
safeguarding Ohio's natural 
resources. $875+/week~ -FT/PT, 
M-F, 2-10 pm. Internships, great 
for students .. Fun, progressive 
work environment. Call 221-2115 
to intervi~w. 
Travel 
· Spring Break 2005- Travel with 
STS,America's #1 Student Tour 
Operator to Jamaica; Cancun, . 
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. 
Now hiring on~campus reps. Call 
for group discounts. Information/ 
. Reservations, 1-800-6484_849 or 
www.ststravel.com. · 
.For Rent· 
. 3919 RegentAvenue. 3-4 · 
bedroom. AC. InternetReady .. 
$1,000/month. Cfose to campus. 
Off-street parkin.g/free laundry .. 
Cal1Alexat256-0253. 
One bedroom apartment 
directly across from XU. 4+ 
bedroom house in Clifton. 
Property in Wyoming. If inter~ 
ested in any, e~ni.ail . 
Cincivega:n@jurio.com for photos 
and prices. ·· · 
:,..·· 
For .informa-
tion on display 






Aggressive group of non-students 
targets Xavier students 
Special Insert for Sept. I S issue of the Newswire Sept .. 15, 2004 
Written by 
Dan Cox 
Editor in Chief 
"I don,t think 
students should . 
be walking alone 
or in groups on 
Dana Avenue 
between the 900 
and 1000 blocks 
this week. They 








What to do if you see 
the group of non-
students: 
•· If you see them in an alterca-
tion with someone, call 911 
immediately. 
• After calling 911, c.all cam-
pus police at {513) 745-1000. 
• If you see them, walk away. 
Do not try to confront them 
and call Xavier Police. 
• If you have any information 
regarding these matters, . 
please report them to cam-
pus police at {513) 745-1000. 
Students attacl<ed at their homes 
According to SGA Presi-
..dent Andy Gibson, there 
is a group of non-students 
who are targeting Xavier 
students on the 900 and 
1000 block of Dana Ave-
nue. 
Two separate assaults in 
the last week involving 
the same group of 15-18 
year old boys have stu-
dents and administration 
.concerned with the safety 
for students. 
A student on the 1000 
block of Dana Avenue 
was assaulted outside of 
the residence by the 
group of non-students all 
wearing similar clothing. 
A separate incident on · 
the 900 block of Dana 
Avenue on the night of 
September 14 after the 
Newswire went to print, 
involved the same group 
of non-students and dif-
ferent Xavier students. 
The group of non-
students stood outside 
yelling to the students 
inside the house and be-
gan throwing garbage 
cans and a metal sign at 
the house and at the stu-
dents. 
When one Xavier stu-
dent protested tl,ie van-
dalism, one of the non-
students punched the Xa-
vier student several times 
in the head, and then ran 
away. 
The student who was 
injured had attended a 
North Avondale Neigh-
bors Association meeting 
earlier that night where 
he brought up concerns 
about the group of non-
students. 
The student was given 
numbers to call, but said 
they seem to have no ef" 
feet. He said he called 
911 ten times in the last 
two weeks, but little has 
changed. 
During both instances, 
the non-students yelled, 
"Those are the guys who 
b~at up our friends!" be-
fore attacking the Xavier 
students. 
The group of non-
students have also been 
suspected of throwing 
rocks at Xavier shuttles, 
but those claims could not 
be confirmed at press 
time. 
The group ofnon-
students are still at large. 
SGA concerned wit~ students' safety 
Reports from students 
have said that the group 
of non-students attacking 
Xavier students are out 
predominantly on the 
weekends, between the 
hours of 9-11 p.m. 
"You can practically set 
your clocks by them," the 
student assaulted by the 
-~roup said. 
SGA President senior 
Andy Gibsonurges any 
student who sees a group 
of non-students matching 
the descriptions ·to call 
campus police immedi-
ately. 
Students walking on 
Dana Avenue in that area 
are urged to be as cau-
tious as possible and not 
to walk alone. 

